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In the realm of liberal economic policy, FDI flows have become intense and diverse worldwide
marked by elevation of a number of developing and emerging economies as potential sources of
South-South FDI flows. Evidence on the impact of FDI flows on host country economy has been
mixed, context-specific and subject to varying initial conditions. Many believe that the
productivity spillovers, technology transfer and induced build up of local technological base
through ‘learning by doing’ mode are some of the most tangible forms of FDI effects on the local
economies. Regardless of the motivations for increased FDI flows, it appears to be a contesting
proposition that the scale and magnitude of global FDI flows, both inward and outward, is a
crucial component of the irreversible LPG (Liberalization, privatization and Globalization)
process. Whether that holds true or not, there is a growing tendency among the developing
countries and LDCs towards introducing liberal investment regimes with an aim to kickstart
industrialization and facilitate internalization of local firms through outbound FDI flows. All
these various dimensions to the linkage between FDI and local development have been examined
rigorously in the past and many remains unanswered.
In order to untangle that puzzle, JSDC invites original empirical papers, case studies and country
experiences for a Special Issue on ‘FDI and Local Economic Development’ which is scheduled
to be released in November 2014. The papers should ideally deal with the following specific
themes:
•
•
•
•
•

Productivity spillovers and local industrialization
FDI and local R&D development
FDI and development of SME sector
FDI and distortions in domestic resource allocation
Costs of FDI inflows
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About JSDC
The Journal of Studies in Dynamics and Change -JSDC is a multi-disciplinary platform for
expression in various fields of social sciences. The journal seeks to publish original research
work by scholars and other contributions in different areas of knowledge especially; economics,
sociology, gender studies, politics, history. The scope of the journal is limited to discussions on
systemic fluctuations, factors affecting such fluctuations and other issues. While contributions on
theoretical and philosophical aspects of changes caused by such fluctuations and dynamic factors
that bring change are strongly welcome, the journal is also interested in other forms of
contributions. Please visit http://jsdc.lokkatha.com/OJS/index.php/jsdc/about for more details on
the submission process and other publication related matters.
The Journal of Studies in Dynamics and Change (JSDC )-ISSN: 2348-7038 is currently indexed
and abstracted in IDEAs RePEc-Econpapers, Open Archives Initiative, International Impact
Factor Services, Research Bible, Directory of Research Journals Indexing, google scholar and
many other bibliographic and abstracting services. The journal charges a nominal publication fee
if the paper submitted is accepted for publication.
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